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FOURTH WINTER SCHOOL (1976)" 
ON SUMMATIONS ON LOCALLT COMPACT SPACES 
toy 
Jurgen FIACHSMETER and Frank TERPE 
(The first part v/as delivered by the first author.) 
I. Introductorial remarks: 
There is a classical theory of summations (in German: 
Liraitierungstheorie). The classical book on it is that of 
Zeller-Beekmann: Springer Verlag 1970. 
For (real) sequences one can define a limit for usually not 
convergent sequences, namely by transforming the sequence 
in a convergent one. For example: 
The sequence x.. « a, x.^ = b, x^ = a, x, ' ^•••ix2n_i = a> 
x2n = *>*••• "converges" to 
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-The Cesaro-matrix is a special example of a Toeplitz-matrix, 
i.e. an infinite real matrix (a.v).-. for which the rows 
k=l,... 
have absolutely convergent series. The classical theory can 
be fruitfully generalized to a general summation theory on 
locally compact spaces. 
The report explains sone results of the authors, which will 
appear in 1976 in two papers: 
1 Dolcidy Akad. Nauk SSSR: On a measure theoretic and a 
topological extension theoretic aspect of summation 
theory 
2 Math* Nachrichten: On summations on locality compact spa­
ces 
2. The definition of a summation given by measure fa­
milies 
Let X,̂ D be two not compact but locally compact Hatusdorf-
fian spaces. We call the space X the state space, the space 
T will be called the parameter space. 
By a summation S on the state space X with the parameter 
space T, we mean a family S * ( f^^^T °* bounded Radon mea­
sure on X filtered by the filt er T-which is generated by the 
complements of compact sets. 
Examples of summations: 
1) Any sequence S » (f^^li o f D 0 U n d e d todon measu­
res on an arbitrary state space X is a summation on X with 
discrete parameter space W • 
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2) A Toeplitz matrix A » («ik*i,k=l,2,,., g i r e s a sun~ 
mation with the state space X * H w i t n parameter space T = 
= IN by the definition (^(iki):" a^i 
S = <Vih*H # 
We show that the basic prope rties of the Classical summation 
given by A are convergence properties of the measure family S# 
3) For the connection with stochastic processes (see 
later) and in general it is very useful to define a summation 
kernel on X, T as follows: 
6: X*T •* t^M—*R ( ^oCX) is the space of continu-
ous functions with compact support) 
is a map with the properties: , 
a) S (•,rttf): X — * R is* for every t£T, t 6 ^ ( X ) 
a bounded Bore1-measurable function on X 
b) € (x,t, • ): «€00(X) >• R is for every x*X, t«T 
a bounded Radon measure on X« 
A summation with the summation kernel 6> and an initial me-
asure fu id then given as follows: 
S( 6 , ft):« (^ t) U T with (at( • ) * JT e (x,t, » ) ̂ (dx) 
4. Fundamental properties of summations: In analogy 
to the classical questions aire in general basically: 
a) S is convergence preserving: this means that every 
continuous function f on X with a limit at infinity 
(f 6 ^?a(X)) has an S-limit too, i.e. £*t(f) - — V in R . 
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b) S is permanent: this means a), and for every 
£ € *£a(X) the limit and the S-limit are the same* 
c) S is convergence generating; thin means that every 
cont. bounded function on-X has an S-limit 
d) S is core-contracting, i.e. for every bounded 
cont. function f holds 
tlim inf f(xh lii sup f(x)] 3 
:>riim inf Sf(t)t lim sup Sf(t)3. 
Shortly we say: The core c(f) contains the core c(Sf). 
These properties are described by the weakly convergence of 
the measure family S = ^t^t^T on s o m e compactifications 
of the state space. 
(This second part was delivered by the second author.) 
From the above mentioned description of the fundamen-
tal properties of summations it is possible to get the fun-
damental theorems Matrix-summation as corollaries, as there 
are the Theorem of Kojima-Sshur on a Matrix summation to be 
convergence preserving, the Theorem of Silverman-Toeplitz 
on a Matrix summation to be peirnanent, the Theorem of Schur 
on a Matrix-summation to be convergence generating. An add-
ed lemma on the convergence of hyperdiffuse measures on 
(S IN makes it then possible to get in a very- short man-
ner the famous Theorem of Steinhaus which states that a con-
ő? 
vergence generating Matrix summation never can be permanent « 
If we choose the parameter space T * R , the positive 
real line, and if p , XjcTxBo ( X ) — * 10,1] is the transi­
tion probability of a tine homogeneous Markov process 
[Br> (X) is the Borel field on XJ , we get a summation ker­
nel by 
tfp(x,t,f):« / f(y) . p(x,t,dy) 
for each f tflL^CXh oo 
If we take an initial measure (** , we then get the 
sunma tion S ( G , ru) belonging to the transition probability 
p and the initial measure £i- * Then we are in̂  a position to 
describe properties of the given process by properties of 
the summation S( (? , • )• For instance we can deduce the ex-
P 
istence of an invariant measure (tt of the given Markov pro-
cess, if the "Diracw-summation S( 6L, cfl. ), xQ a certain 
p o 
point of X, has a certain property of weak convergence and 
the transition probability depends continuously from x • 
